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A Recycling Company Grows Thanks to Employees Who Were Given Second Chances

Jan. 27, 2022




At U.S. Rubber Recycling 49% of its workforce, who were previously incarcerated, provide much needed skills.
Adrienne Selko



	


	


	


	


	


	











As  U.S. Rubber  Recycling Inc. is in the business of giving raw materials a second life,  it’s not surprising that many of its employees have also been given a second  chance at life. 
The company  recycles tires into sports flooring, acoustical underlayment and vegetation  control matting. As California's largest user of recycled crumb rubber, the  company diverted 9.3 million pounds of discarded tires away from local landfills  in 2020.
“Embedding the  sustainable practice of waste diversion into our business model is only half  the story,” explains CEO Jeff Baldassari.  “It’s our workforce that has been given a second chance after their  incarceration that we are most proud of.”
Bounce Back

The company also receives financial support from such programs, such as Prison to Employment, which will reimburse  50% of an employee’s starting salary for a 90-day period. When the company  works with halfway houses, they also received some financial assistance. 
“While these  employees might require more investment in terms of resources and time, this  population is very productive and loyal and has been such an important part of  the success of our company,” says Morales. 
As companies are  struggling to find workers, why aren’t more turning to this population? “Many  employers don’t know about this talent pool, are unsure how to find them and  don’t realize that there are many resources available to help support these  employees,” says Baldassari. “There is also the issue of worrying  if this population will fit into the company culture. And I’m here to say that companies  need to look beyond someone’s past and instead see their potential. All they  needed was a second chance to become the people they want to be.” 
Transformation is the culture upon which U.S. Rubber  Recycling is built. “Our goal to improve the environment and improve people’s  lives said Baldassari. “And  our  Bounce Back program touches the soul of U.S.  Rubber Recycling and honors the people who have built our culture.”


	Resources for Businesses Considering Second-Chance Hiring

	Business Roundtable
	Second Chance Business Coalition
	Stand Together
	Jails to Jobs
	IRS Work Opportunity Tax Credit 
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How Manufacturers are Tackling the Skills Gap
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Boeing, Ford Don Exoskeletons to Dress for Success
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Empowering the Modern Workforce: The Power of Connected Worker Technologies
March 1, 2024 

Explore real-world strategies to boost worker safety, collaboration, training, and productivity in manufacturing. Emphasizing Industry 4.0, we'll discuss digitalization and automation...
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Navigate future changes with a digital ship lifecycle management solution
Jan. 11, 2023 

Learn how shipbuilding companies can keep up with today's and tomorrow's requirements while reaping the benefits of offering value throughout the ship's lifecycle.
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How Organizations Connect and Engage with Frontline Workers
June 14, 2023 

Nearly 80% of the 2.7 billion workers across manufacturing, construction, healthcare, transportation, agriculture, hospitality, and education are frontline. Learn best practices...
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Transformative Capabilities for XaaS Models in Manufacturing
Feb. 14, 2024 

The manufacturing sector is undergoing a pivotal shift toward "servitization," or enhancing product offerings with services and embracing a subscription model. This transition...












Voice your opinion!


 To join the conversation, and become an exclusive member of IndustryWeek, create an account today! 
Join today!

 I already have an account 
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Mercedes-Benz Workers in Alabama File for Union Election
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Watching the Wheels (and Other Parts) Put into Motion: What’s Behind the Rise in Real-Time Location Systems
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CEOs’ Pledge to ‘Benefit All Stakeholders’ Fails Workers
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Editorial eBook: Boeing in Crisis
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5G Networks Can Revolutionize Manufacturing (If You Know How To Run Them)
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So That Happened: Executives Joining and Leaving 3M, GM
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Boeing Executives Failed to Lead, Waved Off Lean
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Mercedes-Benz Workers in Alabama File for Union Election
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Meet the iBase-t Experts: Introduction
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2023 IW Web Survey Contest Rules
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